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It all started in 1974...
I like painting really has been around for the last
45 years (mostly in a cupboard) and it’s now
resurfaced exactly as it was, sort of, ready for a new
audience.
The text is exactly as it was written at the time, I
haven’t corrected anything or tried to improve the
wording, and I think it shows the speed, excitement
and naïveté with which the original was put down
on paper. It is more truthful that way!

All Cretans are liars
Epimenides of Knossos

I no longer own the painting – I sold it to Robert
Self in 1976 for £200 – but I do have a photograph
of it which is reproduced here. The painting is 60cm
by 75cm and painted in acrylics on canvas.
The sound recording has been slightly improved on
the computer. It is taken from a version copied onto
a cheap cassette from the original tape. It was
recorded at home on a Tandberg reel-to-reel tape
recorder. The music came from some American
78rpm plastic records called Video Moods that were
aimed at home movie makers. I bought a big pile of
them in Deptford market, I must have known that
one day they would be useful.
So here we go again...
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During the past year I had not produced any
painting at all other than an apparently unpainted
canvas which was part of a work entitled A case for
not being an artist, and this painting was, in one
way, only an illustration of the rest of the piece. I
had spent the entire year working on various ideas
that had completely ignored painting. In fact I had
been working so hard that it came to the point
where I felt I needed a complete rest from my work.
I made up my mind that I would go to the country
for a while. I knew of a cottage in Yorkshire which
would be very suitable, it had a wonderful view and
I would be able to read, walk and relax in the quiet
surroundings. I wrote to my sculptor friend who
owned the cottage and he agreed to let me have it
for three months.
Everything was arranged and I packed everything
that I thought I would need, keeping everything to
the minimum. In my bag I had only a change of
clothing, two books, a map and my painting
materials – it had occurred to me that I might even
do some painting while away from London. The
two books were to play a far more important role in
my life during this period than had ever seemed
possible before I left. They were Ruskin’s Modern
Painters and La science de Dieu ou la création de

l’homme by Jean-Pierre Brisset. Both these writers
interested me because of their influence on other
important artists: Ruskin on Proust and Brisset on
Duchamp.
One day at the beginning of April I set off from
Kings Cross in a very joyful mood, full of dreams
and absurd plans for my three months away from
my work. Six hours later I arrived at the cottage to a
great surprise. One of the reasons I had chosen this
particular place was that one of the rooms had a
view across the moors of a very pure and unspoilt
landscape. But now every time I looked out of the
window there was a huge painted sculpture
obscuring the view. I guessed it had been built by my
friend who had misunderstood the letter I had sent
to him asking for the cottage. He had thought that I
would like to be able to look out of the window
every day and see something to remind me of what I
had left behind in London.
There was nothing I could do, the sculpture was set
firm in the ground and no one was prepared to give
me a hand to remove it. I thought about the problem
for several days and after a great deal of worry I
realized that I should not let this friendly gesture
spoil my vacation, and so I had to live with it.
At last I set down to my work. There was a table in
front of the window which looked over my favourite
view and I sat down to read La science de Dieu ou

la création de l’homme. But I could not concentrate,
I was continually reminded in the writings of Brisset
of my interest in words and meanings, and this
appalling sculpture that was in front of my eyes
every time I looked up. I was getting nowhere with
this book and decided to give it a rest and read the
Ruskin.
I did not get far with this book either, in fact I only
got as far as the dedication. I was immediately
reminded of my reasons for coming to the country:
to rest, read and perhaps paint. “To the landscape
artists of England this work is respectfully dedicated
by their sincere admirer, the Author”. I wrote this
down on a piece of paper in the hope that it would
help me forget my own past work, my present
worries and allow me simply to enjoy my holiday.
My sculptor friend knew very well of my interest in
the word ‘really’ and how much I like to paint it on
walls around London. I looked again at Ruskin’s
words and added to the end the word ‘really’. There
seemed only one thing I could do now and, inspired
by the sincerity of Ruskin’s admiration for the
landscape painters, I went outside and began to
paint the sculpture green. I could no longer endure
the torment caused by this sculpture in the
landscape and I hoped to exorcize myself of this
haunting word by putting some mark of my own on
it and at the same time try to camouflage it.

I had almost finished painting the first L of the
word when Ruskin’s words flashed through my
mind and the thought occurred to me – why not do
a landscape painting myself? I had brought my
paints with me in case at any time I might want to
do some painting, so I rushed back to the cottage
and started painting, leaving the room just as it was.
Eventually the painting was finished and I was very
pleased with the result, so please in fact that I forgot
about the sculpture outside the window. Now I
could return to reading Brisset without being
distracted by the thought of the spoiled landscape.
After this I read in the mornings and in the
afternoons I used to go for a walk. While out
walking one afternoon Brisset’s chapter called La
grande loi ou la clef de la parole was going round
and round in my mind. On my way back I climbed
the hill behind the cottage and sat down at the top
to smoke a cigarette and admire the view. I looked
down and saw the cottage with the half-painted
sculpture beyond it. I laughed to myself about all
the trouble I had made for myself over the business
of the sculpture, Ruskin’s dedication and my own
painting, and finally Brisset’s writing. When I got
home I picked up my pen and wrote down the
following sentences which seemed to express so
many of the ideas and feeling that I had experienced
during the previous few weeks:

I like painting really
I like painting really
I like painting really
I like painting really
I like painting really
I like painting really
I like painting really
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What started me working on this piece was just one
sentence I heard during a conversation with a
painter friend of mine. She was telling me of the
problems she was having with her work and how
there seemed to be nothing resulting from all the
time she had spent working on a canvas. She
sounded almost as though she might stop painting
altogether when she uttered the sentence which was
to be the start of this work – “But I like painting
really.” I repeated the sentence to myself and
thought about taking out my can of spray paint and
writing the word ‘really’ on the wall opposite my
flat. The conversation then changed to something
altogether quite different and, like so many of my
other plans, I completely forgot about painting this
word on the wall.
Later that evening at home I was looking through a
copy of André Breton’s Anthologie de l’humour noir
when I came across an extract from a book by JeanPierre Brisset called La grand loi ou la clef de la
parole. It was concerned with the sounds and
meanings of words in a sentence, using as an
example ‘Les dents, la bouche’. Brisset had managed
to make nine sentences all sounding the same but
made up of different words and so having different
meanings.

Les dents, la bouche
Les dents la bouchent
L’aidant la bouche
L’aide en la bouche
Laides en la bouche
Laid dans la bouche
Lait dans la bouche
L’est dam le à bouche
Les dents-là bouche
This reminded me of the odd sentence I had heard
earlier that evening and the two meanings I had
found. I wrote down the sentences and saw in the
words yet another three meanings:
I like painting really In fact I like painting although
I may have given you the
impression I think it’s a waste
of time
I like painting really I like painting the word really
These were the first two meanings of the sentence I
found, followed by:
I like painting really I like painting although I
think sculpture is much better
I like painting really I like to paint realistically
I like painting really I like to paint properly
It was at this point that the idea of doing a painting
about this sentence occured to me. I made some

sketches but none of them seemed satisfactory, there
was not one which seemed to incorporate all the
five meanings. I left the work at this point and went
to bed. The next day I reread the sentences with a
much clearer mind, thinking about the meanings in
greater depth. By the end of the morning I had
arrived at the seven sentences seen below:
I like painting really I like painting although I may
have given you the impression
I find it boring
I like painting really I like to paint the word ‘really’
on walls
I like painting really I do like painting although I
believe sculpture is much more
useful
I like painting really I like to paint realistically
I like painting really I like real painting, not this
stuff done by amateurs
I like painting really Although during this
argument I have spoken in
favour of sculpture I like
painting best
I like painting really When I come across the word
‘really’ while out for a walk I
like to paint it green.
Having got so far with this part of the work I
wanted to spend some time on the painting and so I
sat down with my pencil and paper and started
working through some ideas. The first was for a

painting of a landscape with the word ‘really’
splashed across it but this did not carry with it the
possibility of finding all the seven meanings within
the one piece. My next idea was to go to the library
and just look at the books about painting. I came
across Modern Painters by John Ruskin, a man who
seemed so sincere in his admiration of great
painting. I made three photocopies from the book to
take away with me: the dedication, the title page
and the first page of the text.

Although I found the story quite amusing I did not
like the idea of completely fooling the spectator
with this pack of lies about where the ideas for the
painting came from and where I did it – I had even
reversed the order in which I did the various parts
of the whole piece. In fact I thought of the title first,
then wrote the two accounts and finally came the
painting. I decided to write this true account to at
least give the spectator the chance of not allowing
themselves to be taken in.

I kept these copies by me and continued with my
sketches and at last I arrived at the final idea which
is the one you will see in front of you. I was about
to start work on the canvas when it occurred to me
that the composition might seem slightly
improbable and the reasons for these particular
objects being depicted might not in any way be
clear. I had already thought of showing the title and
the explanations but why not go all the way and
write an account of the whole history of how and
why I came to do the painting? But trying to write
something which is completely true is a very
difficult task indeed. I wrote the first paragraph and
read it through. I was astounded to see that there
was not one item of truth in it at all, I had made
everything up. I thought it might be interesting to let
myself continue writing and by the time I had
finished I had quite a plausible story.

This account finishes with a mention of the painting
I am about to start working on. I will paint it in my
flat in Deptford, the view through the window will
be taken from a photograph I took while on holiday
last summer in Yorkshire.
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